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Liberty AV Solutions Releases Third Generation Wireless Intelix  
HDMI Extenders 

SKYPLAY-series HDMI over wireless extender features intelligent wireless connections.  
 
COLORADO SPRINGS, Colorado—March 3, 2015—Liberty AV Solutions released latest HDMI over 
wireless extender, SKYPLAY-DFS.  
 
The SKYPLAY-DFS distributes HDMI high-definition audio and video up to 30 meters (100 feet) in both 
point-to-point, point-to-many, and many-to-point configurations. Each transmitter is compatible with up 
to four receivers and each receiver can be paired to switch between four transmitters. 
 
The SKYPLAY-DFS-S can transmit 1080p video with stereo or multichannel audio. The SKYPLAY-DFS-R can 
transmit IR signals from the remote location to control the source device. The SKYPLAY-DFS transmitter 
and receiver must be paired together to pass video. 
 
The SKYPLAY-DFS radios are configured for US and Canada operation. The SKYPLAY-DFS-EU radios are 
configured for Europe and Australia operation. 
 
All SKYPLAY-DFS products are in stock and now shipping from authorized Liberty AV Solutions/Intelix 
dealers across North America. 
 
SKYPLAY-DFS: 
Transmitter Product Page: http://www.libertycable.com/products/Intelix/SKYPLAY-DFS-S/Wireless-
HDMI-Distribution-System-with-Dynamic-Frequency-Selection-Transmitter  
Receiver Product Page: http://www.libertycable.com/products/Intelix/SKYPLAY-DFS-R/Wireless-HDMI-
Distribution-System-with-Dynamic-Frequency-Selection-Receiver  
Technical Specifications: http://www.libertycable.com/RUB_IMAGES/images/spec/141201_SKYPLAY-
DFS_Tech_Specs.pdf  
Installation Manual: http://www.libertycable.com/RUB_IMAGES/images/spec/150226-SKYPLAY-
DFS_Install_Guide.pdf  
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SKYPLAY-DFS-EU: 
Transmitter Product Page: http://www.libertycable.com/products/Intelix/SKYPLAY-DFS-S-EU/Wireless-
HDMI-Distribution-System-with-Dynamic-Frequency-Selection-Transmitter-EU  
Receiver Product Page: http://www.libertycable.com/products/Intelix/SKYPLAY-DFS-R-EU/Wireless-
HDMI-Distribution-System-with-Dynamic-Frequency-Selection-Receiver-EU  
Technical Specifications: http://www.libertycable.com/RUB_IMAGES/images/spec/141201_SKYPLAY-
DFS-EU_Tech_Specs.pdf  
Installation Manual: http://www.libertycable.com/RUB_IMAGES/images/spec/150226-SKYPLAY-
DFS_Install_Guide.pdf  
 
About Liberty AV Solutions 
Liberty AV Solutions is recognized as a leading supplier of audio-visual integration products, including 
industry-leading digital solutions. Liberty is headquartered in Colorado Springs, Colorado, and operates 
offices in Colorado, Arizona, North Carolina, and Wisconsin. Liberty remains focused on customer 
service and education while continuing to provide the broadest range of professional AV products 
available. Liberty AV Solutions is a subsidiary of WESCO Distribution, Inc., a publicly traded Fortune 500 
holding company headquartered in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.  
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